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To better understand the role of wing and fin flexibility in flapping locomotion, we study through
experiment and numerical simulation a freely moving wing that can “pitch” passively as it is
actively heaved in a fluid. We observe a range of flapping frequencies corresponding to large
horizontal velocities, a regime of underperformance relative to a clamped !nonpitching" flapping
wing, and a surprising, hysteretic regime in which the flapping wing can move horizontally in either
direction !despite left/right symmetry being broken by the specific mode of pitching". The horizontal
velocity is shown to peak when the flapping frequency is near the immersed system’s resonant
frequency. Unlike for the clamped wing, we find that locomotion is achieved by vertically flapped
symmetric wings with even the slightest pitching flexibility, and the system exhibits a continuous
departure from the Stokesian regime. The phase difference between the vertical heaving motion and
consequent pitching changes continuously with the flapping frequency, and the direction reversal is
found to correspond to a critical phase relationship. Finally, we show a transition from coherent to
chaotic motion by increasing the wing’s aspect ratio, and then a return to coherence for flapping
bodies with circular cross section. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3383215$

I. INTRODUCTION

The flapping of wings or fins is a common means of
propulsion utilized by organisms as large as the blue whale
!volume%100 m3" and as small as the fairyfly !volume
%10!9 m3". Natural selection has driven the development of
remarkable and efficient means of flapping locomotion, par-
ticularly in aquatic environments where the evolution of
swimming propulsion has been !generally" unhindered by the
requirements of weight support. The most efficient locomo-
tion observed in such an environment is the thunniform
mode of swimming as employed by teleost fish, sharks,
and marine mammals.1 In the thunniform mode, significant
lateral body motions are generated only near the caudal fin,
and the combination of both the lateral heaving and angular
pitching leads to particularly efficient locomotive
capabilities.2,3

The application of mathematical models to study swim-
ming and flying is not a new endeavor, but many questions
have yet to be fully answered. Of particular interest for the
last few decades has been the interaction of flapping wings/
fins with a viscous fluid, thrust/lift production via vorticity
generation, and the effects of flexibility. Various experiments
have been conducted with flapping foils in order to under-
stand the underlying mechanisms in such systems. Extensive
reviews of the literature and bibliographies may be found in
Refs. 4–6. Most experiments that have been conducted fo-
cused on the active flapping of rigid foils, where the position
and orientation are controlled, and the foil experiences an
oncoming flow of constant velocity.

Unlike most man-made wings, real wings and fins in
nature possess flexibility. It is widely agreed that the flexibil-

ity aids significantly in thrust generation, but our scientific
understanding of precisely how is far from comprehensive.
An early experimental study of flapping locomotion of in-
sects and birds was conducted by Marey in 1869.7 Marey
used a freely moving, flexible apparatus to show, among
many other fundamental aspects of locomotion in nature, that
flight is only achieved in an intermediate regime of flapping
frequencies. Moreover, he made note that in some circum-
stances the “experimental apparatus retrogrades and turns
around its pivot in a direction contrary to its usual motion.”7

More recent steps toward understanding the effects of flex-
ibility in flapping flight involved studying wings with a com-
bination of vertical heaving and angular pitching.8,9 It has
been shown that under the right conditions, this forcing can
lead to optimal propulsive performances, particularly when
the motion is driven by a harmonic or sawtooth wave
function.10,11

Vandenberghe, Zhang, and Childress12 reintroduced an
important element to the experimental study of flapping lo-
comotion. Instead of studying bodies placed in an oncoming
flow as in the recent works cited above, they studied a flap-
ping wing that was free to move laterally relative to the flow,
in the same spirit as Marey.7 They showed that the simple
sinusoidal heaving of a clamped !nonpitching" flapping wing
is capable of breaking fluid symmetric response and can lead
to coherent horizontal motion. By including this lateral de-
gree of freedom, the authors were closer to matching biologi-
cal systems, as birds and fish must produce their own for-
ward !and generally unsteady" velocities through the flapping
of wings or fins. This phenomenon was further analyzed nu-
merically by Alben and Shelley.13
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To better understand the role of flexibility in flapping
locomotion, we used the same experimental setup as in Ref.
12 to analyze the motion of a foil with a varying pitching
angle, which varies passively based on interactions with the
fluid. A torsional spring acts to restore the body toward the
horizontal plane. The competition between this restorative
torque and the fluid forces generated by the flapping motion
provides a sufficient framework for generating many com-
plex dynamical behaviors.

We first present the experimental setup and results which
reveal the existence of two states of free flapping flight,
“forward” and “backward,” and show that the passive pitch-
ing introduces a hysteresis in the system. The phase differ-
ence between heaving and pitching is found to depend on the
flapping frequency; furthermore, forward free flight corre-
sponds to a phase difference smaller than ! and backward
free flight to a phase difference larger than !.

We then proceed to study numerically the Navier–Stokes
equations in two dimensions, which are coupled to the equa-
tions for lateral and rotational accelerations of an elliptical
wing. The wing is free to pitch passively about its rightmost
edge with a torsional spring response to rotational deflec-
tions. The experimental results are reproduced qualitatively;
we find a range of flapping frequencies corresponding to
large horizontal !swimming" velocities, a regime of under-
performance compared to a clamped flapping wing, and a
regime where the pitching wing can move horizontally in
either direction. The horizontal velocity is shown to peak
when the flapping frequency is near the immersed system’s
resonant frequency. We confirm the experimentally observed
critical phase difference between the heaving and consequent

pitching that corresponds to this direction reversal. The nu-
merical simulations allowed us to make predictions of other
modes of flapping locomotion which were subsequently
found in the experiments. In contrast with the dynamics of a
flapping clamped wing,12,13 we also find that locomotion oc-
curs for bodies with even the slightest flexibility, providing a
continuous departure from the Stokesian regime. Finally, we
show a transition from coherent locomotion to chaotic mo-
tion by increasing the wing’s aspect ratio, and then a return
to coherence for bodies of circular cross section. A more
comprehensive presentation of the experimental methods and
observations will be provided in a separate work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. In the
study of freely moving wings, significant laboratory difficul-
ties are introduced due to the large distances that such bodies
may traverse; the rotational geometry in Fig. 1 approximates
horizontal wing motion and allows for the consideration of
arbitrarily large distances and times. Two acrylic rigid foils
or “wings” extend from a vertical shaft at the center of a
water-filled tank. The foils are connected to a support bar
which is itself free to rotate around a vertical drive shaft. A
gear and spring box connected to the base of the drive shaft
is constructed so that the two wings are free to twist about
the support bar as shown, and also to pitch in register
!equally and simultaneously" at all times. A torsional spring
internal to the gear box with spring constant "! acts to re-
store the wings to the horizontal plane, though the dynamic
pitching angle is determined passively by the interaction of
the body and its torsional spring with the surrounding fluid.
The vertical drive shaft and support bar are driven to oscil-
late vertically by a direct-current motor with a sinusoidal
displacement,

yp!t" = A! cos!2!ft" , !1"

where A! is the heaving amplitude and f is the frequency.
The acrylic wings have chord lengths c=8 cm, thick-

ness #=3 mm, and span h=13 cm. The total span W of the
two wing system is 46 cm. The square-based water tank is
20 cm deep and 57 cm wide, and is filled with water at room
temperature. The shape of the tank has been found to have a
negligible influence on the rotation speed. To suppress sur-
face waves, the fluid surface is covered with a rigid lid with
an opening in the center to accommodate the drive shaft !not
shown". Surface waves are thus avoided and the top and
bottom boundaries are flat. The fluid depth between the top
and the bottom boundaries is made large enough to avoid
“ground effects.”

Figure 2 shows the angular velocity of the wings about
the central axis, $, as a function of flapping frequency f for
a heaving amplitude of A!=1.35 cm and torsional spring
constant "!=0.15 Nm / rad. Data for both the pitching and
clamped wings !as studied in Ref. 12" are presented. The
flapping clamped wing system is just as likely to rotate
around the central axis in one direction as the other due to
symmetry, and both branches of the mean rotational veloci-
ties are shown !see Refs. 12 and 13". As a flapped wing
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FIG. 1. !Color online" !a" The experimental setup. Two acrylic foils are
connected by a support bar to a vertical drive shaft, which is driven verti-
cally with a sinusoidal displacement. The foils both rotate around the central
axis and twist equally about the support bar !passively" due to the fluid
interactions, and due to a torsional spring inside the gear box which acts to
return the foils to the horizontal plane. !b" The pitching angle %.
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moves forward, it produces a signature wake structure, a so-
called inverted von Kármán street that is known to be asso-
ciated with thrust generating bodies such as swimming fish4

and birds.12 In the case of the clamped wing, it has been
observed that the horizontal spacing between the eddies as-
sociated with this flow structure does not change dramati-
cally with the flapping frequency, which is analogous to the
length between “footsteps.”12,14 Accordingly, the forward
speed of a flapping clamped wing is in general linearly pro-
portional to the flapping frequency.

In contrast, the pitching wing experiments show a range
of flapping frequencies corresponding to increased locomo-
tion velocities, a regime of underperformance relative to the
clamped wing, and a bistable regime in which the flapping
wing system can rotate in either direction. For small flapping
frequencies, the pitching wings only move “forward,” !in the
direction of the wing edges connected to the support bar, or
counterclockwise from above in Fig. 1", but there is a critical
frequency beyond which the wings and support bar actually
reverse their direction of rotation. Moreover, we observe a
bistable regime in flapping frequency where the wings can
move either forward or “backward” !clockwise from above
in Fig. 1". The system also exhibits hysteresis; wings moving
backward can be made to maintain this surprising direction
of motion by slowly reducing the flapping frequency below
the critical frequency for direction reversal.

To compare the relative effects of the fluid forces and the
restorative torque, we define the dimensionless flexibility E
as a ratio between the hydrodynamic torque on a wing plung-
ing with velocity 2!A!f to the torsional spring constant "!,

E =
!1/2"Cd#h!2!A!fc"2

"! , !2"

where # is the fluid density and Cd is the drag coefficient.
Figure 3!a" shows the phase difference $ between the heav-
ing and pitching for both forward free flight !filled shapes"
and backward free flight !empty shapes" as a function of
the flexibility E using torsional springs of three different
stiffnesses. For purely sinusoidal motions the phase differ-

ence is defined implicitly by %!t"=!&%!t"&&cos!2!ft!$";
more generally we use the time lag between the zeroes
yp!t1"=0 and %!t2"=0 #with ẏp!t1"'0 and %̇!t2"'0$, setting
$=!!2!f!t1! t2". The phase difference is known to be a
critical parameter for determining the flight efficiency when
the pitching is controlled !see Refs. 9 and 10". In free flight
with passive pitching the phase difference plays an even
more interesting role. Our experiments show that $ increases
continuously with flexibility in both forward and backward
free flight. Furthermore, the transitions between forward and
backward free flight correspond to transitions in $ below or
above !, respectively. The phase difference maintains this
dichotomy even through the bistable, hysteretic regime.

The relationship between $ and the direction of wing
motion might be guessed by considering the wing kinematics
shown in Fig. 4. Assuming purely sinusoidal motions, a
phase difference of $=! /2 corresponds to kinematics in
which a wing experiences its largest pitching !angular" ve-
locity when the heaving displacement yp is extremal. The
heaving motion “leads” the pitching, and the free edge un-
dergoes amplified vertical oscillations. In contrast, for phase
differences $'! the pitching leads the heaving, and the
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Experimental data comparing the vertical driving
!flapping" frequency to the rotational velocity about the central axis !see
Fig. 1" for a heaving amplitude of A!=1.35 cm and torsional spring con-
stant "!=0.15 Nm / rad. Data for both the pitching wing !triangles" and
clamped wing !circles, as studied in Ref. 12" are presented.
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FIG. 3. !Color online" !a" Dependence of the phase difference $ on the
dimensionless flexibility E !defined in the text". As the restorative torque
exerted by the torsional spring decreases relative to the hydrodynamical
torque, the phase difference increases in both forward and backward free
flight. Remarkably, backward free flight !circles" is characterized by phase
differences $'! and forward free flight !filled circles" by $(! !b" The
average maximum pitching angle over one flapping period increases with
flexibility in forward free flight and remains essentially constant in back-
ward free flight.
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driven pivot edge experiences a larger vertical displacement
than the free edge. The critical phase difference $=! sees
yp!t" and %!t" reaching their extrema and zeroes simulta-
neously; the wing kinematics in this case exhibit fore/aft
symmetry.

The dependence of the maximum pitching angle %max on
E is shown in Fig. 3!b". As expected, the maximum pitching
angle increases with the flexibility in forward free flight.
However, through the direction reversal transition and for
backward free flight, the maximum pitching angle remains
essentially constant. In addition to being characterized by a
critical phase difference $=!, the direction reversal is also
characterized by a maximum pitching angle of approxi-
mately 35° for the wing shape and flapping amplitude con-
sidered. Increased flexibility is achieved by either reducing
the torsional spring strength or by increasing the flapping
frequency. The dynamics of the flapping wing are the same
in either case, as indicated in Fig. 3 where the data for three
different spring constants fall onto nearly identical curves.

Many swimming organisms flap an appendage or expel
fluid jets on a time scale which is at or near the relaxation
time scale of their flexible fins or bodies. This has been
shown recently for the swimming of such organisms as
scallops,15 tadpoles,16 largemouth bass,17 and squid.18 It is
natural to inquire about the hydrodynamic consequences of
undulating or flapping near the resonant body frequency.

To address the possible relationship between input heav-
ing frequency and resonant elastic frequency in the present
system, we define a natural relaxation time of the wing in the
absence of flapping. A relaxation time tR is defined as the
time required for an immersed wing with initial pitching
angle %=45°, once released, to make its first return to the
horizontal plane, %=0. The measured relaxation times
using torsional springs with constants "! of 0.04, 0.11, and
0.15 Nm !those used in Fig. 3" are measured to be 1.02, 0.39,
and 0.30 s, respectively. An approximate relationship in this
regime of spring constants !in water" is thus tR%) /"!, with
)=0.04 Nm s. The associated resonant frequency is there-
fore fR=1 / !4tR"%"! / !4)", which shows an apparent linear
scaling in the torsional spring constant due to the fluid inter-
action, in contrast with the expected square-root relationship
expected of an oscillating Hookean system in a vacuum. The
resonant frequency so defined for the pitching wing used to
create Fig. 2 is fR=0.83 Hz. This frequency lies in the re-
gime of input heaving frequencies that yield the largest hori-

zontal velocities relative to the clamped wing. We proceed
now with a numerical investigation of the surprising dynam-
ics observed in the experiments.

III. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHOD

We model the flapping wing by a two-dimensional body
of elliptic cross section, illustrated in Fig. 5, having center of
mass x0!t", pitching angle %!t", and major and minor axis
lengths 2a and 2b. The wing edge connected to the support
bar shown in Fig. 1 is represented here as a single, vertically
driven pivot point yp!t", with amplitude of oscillation A! and
frequency f: yp!t"=y0!t"+ap sin!%"=A! cos!2!ft", with ap as
the distance from the wing center to the pivot point. The
wing motion is described by linear and angular momentum
balance,

mẍ0 = FDŷ + FFluid, !3"

IR%̈ = ! "!% + ap cos!%"FD + *Fluid, !4"

where m is the wing mass, IR=m!a2+b2" /4 is the moment of
inertia, FD is the vertical driving force necessary to keep
yp!t" on a fixed orbit, and FFluid and *Fluid are the fluid forces
and torque, described below. A linear, torsional spring placed
at the pivot point introduces a restorative torque, !"!%,
which acts to return the wing to the horizontal plane, %=0.
The damping of the spring itself is neglected. While other
authors considered pivot locations at the quarter chord and
one-third chord, here we will match the experiments under
consideration by setting ap /a=1.11,19

To determine the fluid forces and torque, the wing is
coupled to the two-dimensional Newtonian fluid. In so do-
ing, the primary flow relevant to the dynamics is assumed to
vary insubstantially along the three-dimensional wingspan.
The fluid equations are solved in a frame moving and rotat-

ing with the body, x̃=R! !1!x!x0", where R! =! cos!%" !sin!%"
sin!%" cos!%" " is

a time dependent rotation matrix. The Navier–Stokes equa-
tions are written in the vorticity/stream function formulation
in the body frame as

+̃t + 2%̈ + ũ · #+̃ = ,-+̃ in . , !5"

-/̃ = +̃ in . , !6"

! = "/2 ! = 5"/4

Heaving leads the pitching Pitching leads the heaving

FIG. 4. !Color online" Kinematics associated with two phase differences
between heaving and pitching oscillations. Phase differences $(! corre-
spond to forward free flight and $'! to backward free flight !the flight
direction is indicated by arrows". Circles indicate the position of the driving
pivot.

!

"

yp

2b x̂
ẋ0

2a ŷ

FIG. 5. The two-dimensional wing cross section is illustrated. The body is
driven at the pivot point on the right with a vertical displacement yp!t". %!t"
is the angle between the elliptic major axis and the horizontal plane, and
0!t" is the !attack" angle between the major axis and the direction of motion.
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ũ = #"/̃ = !! /̃ỹ,/̃x̃" in . , !7"

where ũ !u" is the fluid velocity in the body !laboratory"
frame, 1 is the fluid viscosity, # is the fluid density,
+=vx!uy = ṽx̃! ũỹ +2%̇= +̃+2%̇ is the vorticity, and /̃ is the
stream function for ũ. . is the fluid domain, and we denote
the body surface and fluid boundary by $.. We assume that
the fluid velocity and vorticity in the laboratory frame decay
rapidly in the far field, and that the body and fluid velocities
match on the surface !the no-slip condition",

+̃!'x' ! &,t" = ! 2%̇ , !8"

#"/̃!'x' ! &,t" ( ! R! !1ẋ0 ! %̇x̃", !9"

#"/̃!x " $D,t" = 0. !10"

Recall that ẋ0!t" is the translational velocity in the laboratory
frame. The fluid forces and torque on the body are deter-
mined by integrating the fluid stress along its surface,
FFluid=)$DTn̂ds and *Fluid=)$Dx2Tn̂ds, where T=!pI
+1!#u+#uT" is the fluid stress with p as the fluid pressure,
and n̂ is the outward pointing unit normal on the body sur-
face. The initial positions and velocities are x0!0"= !0,0",
ẋ0!0"=%!0"= %̇!0"=0, and the fluid is initially quiescent,
+̃!x , t=0"=u!x , t=0"=0.

The system is made dimensionless by scaling on the
length L=a, the velocity U=af , and the time T=L /U. Vari-
ables defined above are henceforth understood to be normal-
ized by these scales. The system is then controlled by six
dimensionless parameters: a frequency Reynolds number
Ref =#UL /1, a dimensionless flapping amplitude A=A! /L,
the aspect ratio e=b /a, a dimensionless spring constant
"="! / !#L2U2", and the mass ratio M =m / !!e#L2". The body
is density matched to the fluid when M =1. Another impor-
tant dimensionless quantity is the phase difference between
heaving and pitching, $, introduced in the previous section.

Equations !5"–!10" are solved in a body-conforming co-
ordinate system, an approach that has seen previous
application.13,20–22 Namely, the system is transformed into
elliptic-cylindrical coordinates !3 ,4" in the frame moving
with the body:

x̃ + iỹ = !1 ! e2"1/2cosh!g!3" + i4"
!11"

3 " #0,&", 4 " #0,2!" ,

where g!3"=g0+ !gB!g0"3, with g0 and gB defined so that the
coordinates 3=0 and 3=1 describe the body surface and
outer computational boundary, respectively. A small portion
of the computational grid is shown in Fig. 6 for an aspect
ratio e=0.1. A uniform discretization in 3 places an increased
density of physical mesh points near the body surface in this
coordinate system, where the vorticity and its derivatives are
most important to the dynamics.

The nondimensionalized equations in the new coordinate
system are

+̃t + 2%̈ +
1
J

#"/̃ · #+̃ =
1

Jg3 Ref
!+̃33 + g3

2+̃44" , !12"

/̃33 + g3
2/̃44 = Jg3+̃ , !13"

where the Jacobian J= x̃3ỹ4! x̃4ỹ3 is a local scaling factor,
and g3=gB!g0. The boundary conditions become

+̃!3 ! &,4,t" = ! 2%̇ , !14"

/̃3!3 ! &,4,t" ( !
%̇

2
$3!x̃2 + ỹ2" ! x̃3

" · R! !1ẋ0, !15"

/̃!0,4,t" = 0, /̃3!0,4,t" = 0. !16"

A free integration constant in the description of / may be set
to zero by a simple redefinition, since the stream function
only enters the dynamics by its derivatives !with the single
exception at the body surface".

A convenient representation of the body acceleration is
achieved by a manipulation of the velocity/pressure form of
the Navier–Stokes equations. The translational body accel-
eration is rewritten in the laboratory frame as

!M!e"ẍ0 = FDŷ + FFluid, !17"

M!e!1 + e2"
4

%̈ = ! "% + cos!%"FD + *Fluid, !18"

and the fluid forces and torque are written as integrations
against the vorticity and its normal derivative on the body
surface,

FFluid = !eẍ0 +
1

Ref
R!*

0

2! +,! x̃" +̃3

g3
+ x̃4+̃-+

3=0
d4 ,

!19"

*Fluid =
!e!1 + e2"

2
%̈

+
1

Ref
*

0

2! +,!
1
2

'x̃'2 +̃3

g3
+ e!+̃ + 2%̇"-+

3=0
d4 .

!20"

The dimensionless heaving force FD is determined alge-
braically by twice differentiating the geometric relationship
yp!t"=y0!t"+sin!%" and using Eqs. !17" and !18" !see Appen-
dix A"; the dimensionless heaving displacement is simply

!
"

" = 0

x̃

ỹ

!1 !0.5 0 0.5 1

!0.5

0

0.5

FIG. 6. The elliptic-cylindrical, body-conforming coordinate system for a
wing with aspect ratio e=0.1.
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yp!t"=A cos!2!t". Finally, we define the angle of attack 0!t"
as that measured between the wing’s major axis and the in-
stantaneous direction of motion, as illustrated in Fig. 5,

0!t" = tan!1, ẋ0 tan!%" ! ẏ0

ẏ0 tan!%" + ẋ0
- . !21"

A. Method of solution

A mixed Fourier/finite-differences discretization is ap-
plied to the fluid equations. The computational grid is gen-
erated by uniform discretizations of 3 and 4 using N12N2
points: grid points are located at !3i ,4 j"= !i-3 , j-4", where
!-3 ,-4"= !1 / !N1!1" ,2! /N2". Derivatives in 3 are com-
puted using fourth-order difference formulae; derivatives in
4 are computed with spectral accuracy in Fourier space.
Asymmetric difference formulae are used to compute radial
derivatives at grid points near the inner and outer boundaries.
In practice the accuracy achieved in simulations is between
third- and fourth-order. A second-order, implicit Crank–
Nicholson scheme is used for time stepping on the linear
terms, and second-order Adams–Bashforth for the advection
term. Convergence and other tests of the simulations are pre-
sented as Appendix B.

The boundary conditions are treated implicitly, so that
the boundary values of +̃ on the surface and /̃ in the far-field
are part of the linear system to be solved; explicit treatment
of the boundary conditions leads to a constrictive Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy condition for stability.20 The vorticity
+= +̃+2%̇ is set to zero on the outer boundary at 3=1, which
is chosen at a distance far enough from the body to ensure
that the vorticity does not approach this boundary for the
duration of computation. Increased accuracy may be
achieved by accounting for the error made in applying this
boundary condition, as shown in Ref. 23. However, in a
similar study, this correction was not found to alter signifi-
cantly the computational results, and so we neglect it.24 Fi-
nally, we use the two stated boundary conditions for / on the
body surface to generate a numerical boundary condition for
the vorticity there. A trivial modification of Briley’s method
is used to generate a numerical boundary condition for the
vorticity !see Refs. 22, 25, and 26".

A generalized minimum residual !GMRES" iterative
scheme27 was constructed to solve the large linear system to
a small error tolerance !10!7". Further decreasing this inver-
sion tolerance did not alter the simulation results, so the nu-
merical errors are due to discretization only. While Gaussian
elimination requires O!N3" flops to invert an N2N matrix,
GMRES requires only O!N2p" flops where p is the number
of iterative steps, a vast savings for large, well-conditioned
matrices. The iterations converge to within the specified tol-
erance in approximately 20–200 iterations. Preconditioning
is achieved by solving the following nearby linear system
which only includes the highest derivatives !the stiffest
terms" at each time step t= tn+1, given a known right hand
side b !see Ref. 24":

,1 !
-t

2 Ref
--+̃n+1 = b1!3,4", in . , !22"

-/̃n+1 ! +̃n+1 = b2!3,4" in . , !23"

where +̃n+1= +̃!x , tn+1". The preconditioning problem de-
couples the equations for +̃ and /̃, which are then amenable
to fast inversion algorithms for banded systems and are
solved sequentially.

To linearize the time-stepping operator, and also to ac-
celerate the convergence of the iterative solver, the pitching
angle %n+1 is approximated to second order from information
at previous timesteps: %̄n+1=%n!1+2-t%̇n. The body accelera-
tion equations are also discretized, and the linear system to
be solved at each time step includes the equations for the
velocities at the !n+1"th time step #from Eqs. !17"–!20"$,

!M ! 1"!e

-t
,3

2
ẋ0

n+1 ! 2ẋ0
n +

1
2

ẋ0
n!1- = Fx

n+1, !24"

ẏ0
n+1 + cos!%̄n+1"%̇n+1 = ẏp

n+1, !25"

!M ! 2"I
-t

,3
2

%̇n+1 ! 2%̇n +
1
2

%̇n!1-
= ! "%̃n+1 + cos!%̄n+1"FD

n+1 + Tn+1, !26"

where

Fx =
1

Ref
x̂ · R!*

0

2! +,! x̃" +̃3

g3
+ x̃4+̃-+

3=0
d4 , !27"

T =
1

Ref
*

0

2! +,!
1
2

'x̃'2 +̃3

g3
+ e!+̃ + 2%̇"-+

3=0
d4 , !28"

I =
!e!1 + e2"

4
· !29"

In order to retain the formal accuracy of the numerical
method, the initial driving force at t=0 is mollified in the
following fashion. The numerical pivot displacement im-
posed is ỹp!t"=yp!t"#t4 / !1+ t4"$, so that the initial velocities
are introduced as O!t4", and 'yp!t"! ỹp!t"'( .01'yp!t"' for
t'3.2, with rapid convergence to the desired periodic dis-
placement yp!t" thereafter.

IV. FIVE REGIMES OF FLAPPING LOCOMOTION

We begin by presenting the dynamics for a particular
numerical simulation which illustrates various generic fea-
tures seen over a wide range of the parameter space. For the
remainder of this work we consider only the flapping ampli-
tude A=1 /2. Figure 7 shows the vorticity generated by the
pitching wing during the early stages of the flapping motion,
with Reynolds number Ref =15, mass M =1.01, spring con-
stant "=50 000, and aspect ratio e=0.1. Vorticity contours
are shown at values += 52p for p=0,1 , . . . ,7 with dashed
lines indicating negative values. At t=0.75 the pivot point
!on the wing’s rightmost edge" is moving upward, and the
body is rotating in the counterclockwise direction. Associ-
ated with this rotation is the development of negative vortic-
ity in the boundary layers near the left and right wing edges,
where the wing geometry varies most dramatically. The mo-
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tion is not a pure rotation; the center of mass is also moving
upward, and accordingly the vorticity on the right is larger in
magnitude than the vorticity on the left. At t=1 the pivot
point has zero vertical velocity and the local vorticity there
has significantly decayed. However, during the upstroke the
body has deflected out of the horizontal plane due to inertia
and fluid forces, and the torsional spring imparts a torque at
the pivot point. As a result, the leftmost wing edge continues
to move upward. By t=1.15 the wing has crossed the hori-
zontal plane, and, as the driving pivot begins its downward
plunge, the body continues to rotate in the clockwise direc-
tion. The wing motion is generating positive vorticity in the
boundary layers near both edges, but since the body is still
rotating clockwise due to the torsional spring response and
inertia, the vorticity is now larger on the left edge than on the
right.

The body continues to rotate due to the inertia of both
the body and surrounding fluid, and by t=1.35 the left edge
has reached its apex with a larger vertical displacement than
the maximal pivot displacement. Once again the restorative
torque acts to return the body to the horizontal plane, and the
left edge begins to move downward. Corresponding to this
direction change, large negative vorticity accumulates near
the left edge, and the positive vorticity that was generated on
the upstroke is disconnected !shed" from the body surface.
The transition to vortex detachment in the intermediate re-
gime of Ref =1 to Ref =100 has been studied by Miller and
Peskin.28 For t" !1.5,1.6" the body undergoes its restorative
rotation; associated with the vortical shedding on the left is a
fluid force on the body surface #via Eqs. !19" and !20"$ and
the wing moves to the right. Meanwhile, the positive vortic-
ity created near the pivot edge during t" !1,1.5" has drifted
back along the upper body surface and has accumulated to-

ward the leftmost edge, as the body prepares to shed the
large negative vorticity and begin the cycle anew.

Figure 8 shows the vortical wake at the beginning of the
fifth flapping cycle. As the wing is driven vertically through
the fluid, concentrated vorticity is shed periodically from the
trailing edge. The vertical separation between positive and
negative vortices in the wake coincides with a jet of fluid
moving in the direction opposite the body motion, indicative
of thrust. This particular vortical structure is the reverse von-
Kármán vortex street mentioned previously, and has been the
subject of many experiments and simulations.12,29–31 This
structure contrasts with the classical von-Kármán vortex
street observed behind bluff bodies, where the vorticity is
oppositely signed and corresponds instead to drag.32

In the present example the body moves to the right !for-
ward free flight" with a regular, periodic motion. Figure 9!a"
shows the horizontal and angular velocities as functions of
time. The body reaches a periodic steady-state in approxi-
mately four to six flapping periods, though the velocities
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during the first two flapping periods are strongly affected by
the ramped form of the pivot displacement yp!t". The hori-
zontal velocity is unsteady but periodic, varying within a
band of nearly 22% of its mean. Figure 9!b" shows a phase
diagram relating the centroid’s horizontal and vertical veloci-
ties once the periodic steady state has been reached, along
with markers indicating the vertical pivot displacement. The
horizontal and vertical velocities are largest almost simulta-
neously, occurring after the pivot has crossed the x-axis on
an upward or downward plunge, but before it has reached its
apex. Figures 9!c" and 9!d" show the pitching angle %!t" and
a phase diagram relating %!t" to the vertical pivot displace-
ment yp!t". The pitching angle undergoes sawtoothlike oscil-
latory dynamics, and the body experiences its largest angular
displacement during the early, ramping stage of the flapping
motion. This large, early angular deflection was also ob-
served in the experiments. Vorticity is shed from the body on
each flapping half period and each such event drives the
horizontal motion equally in this case.

The Strouhal number is a nondimensionalized frequency,
defined here as St=2A!f /Us, where Us is the average
dimensional swimming speed. This dimensionless number
can be used to characterize vortical shedding and hence the
wake structure.1 Having scaled velocities on af , and with
A! /a=1 /2, the Strouhal number reported here is St=1 / .ẋ0/.
In this first example we find St=0.26. Experiments have
shown in a similar system that thrust development is hydro-
dynamically optimal for 0.25(St(0.40.9,33 Most fish and
cetaceans have been observed to locomote in this range of
Strouhal numbers.1,33,34

The experiments were designed with the flapping fre-
quency f as a variable control parameter. Having scaled the
velocities on this frequency, f enters the dynamics not only
through the body and fluid velocities, but also through the
frequency Reynolds number Ref ( f and the spring constant
"( f!2. In order to better relate the simulations to the experi-
mental work, we begin by scanning the available parameter
space along this particular path of increasing f .

Figure 10!a" shows the mean horizontal velocity over a
range of flapping frequencies f for aspect ratio e=0.1 and
mass ratio M =10, where Ref =10f and "=1000 / f2. f is now
understood to be dimensionless though scaling the Reynolds
number and spring constant like the heaving frequency, and
will be referred to as such. The body is initially at rest for
these simulations with one exception which will be discussed
later in more detail. Mean velocities are computed once the
cycle-averaged velocities are within 1% of their final values
in the periodic steady state.

We note the strong qualitative agreement between the
simulation results in Fig. 10 and the experimental results in
Fig. 2 even though the Reynolds numbers reached in the
experiments were significantly larger !Ref %105". We include
simulation results for a flapping clamped wing, as in the
studies of Refs. 12 and 13. The clamped wing simulations
show approximately linear growth in Ref, which agrees gen-
erally with the previous experimental and numerical work;
the simulations of Ref. 13 use a larger flapping amplitude,
A=1, so we do not expect exact agreement. Figure 10 indi-
cates four well separated dynamical regimes in the heaving

frequency: a first regime of nearly symmetric fluid flow, a
second regime of improved performance when compared
with the clamped wing, a third regime of relative underper-
formance, and a fourth regime of direction reversal and, for a
heavier body !M =10", bistability. A fifth regime for ex-
tremely large flapping frequencies will also be considered.

Similar data for a nearly density matched case,
M =1.01, are shown in Fig. 10!b". The trends are similar to
those seen in the heavier wing dynamics !M =10", with the
one exception that we do not detect any flapping frequencies
corresponding to bistability in the density matched case.
Hence, we suggest that inertia may play an important role in
determining the nature of this particular transition. A closer
examination of this transition, which is not presently under-
stood, will be the topic of a future work. Of particular note
here is the achievement of periodic steady state dynamics for
a density matched pitching body. A flapping clamped !non-
pitching" wing in this regime of Reynolds number has been
shown to exhibit chaotic dynamics;13 hence we have not in-
cluded any averaged data for a clamped wing in Fig. 10!b".
While elasticity is known in some physical systems to intro-
duce instabilities and irregularities such as buckling, for
flapping locomotion we find that it is possible for an
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FIG. 10. !Color online" !a" Mean horizontal velocities of a flapping, pitch-
ing wing with frequency Reynolds number Ref =10f , spring constant
"=1000 / f2, flapping amplitude A=1 /2, aspect ratio e=0.1, and mass ratio
M =10. Results for a clamped wing !nonpitching, "=&" are included for
comparison. Passive pitching leads to five regimes of motion; the first four
are shown here. !b" The !nearly" density matched case, M =1.01. A density
matched clamped plate exhibits chaotic dynamics in this regime, so no av-
eraged velocity is shown.
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elastic response to suppress chaotic or otherwise irregular
dynamics.

We proceed now to discuss the five regimes of flapping
wing dynamics. In the following section we fix the mass
ratio M =10 and aspect ratio e=0.1. The heavier body and
thin wing profile are selected to eliminate the more compli-
cated, unsteady dynamics mentioned above.

A. Continuous departure from the Stokesian regime

We begin our investigation with a discussion on the de-
velopment of forward motion from very small flapping fre-
quencies. In this first regime of flapping wing dynamics, the
frequency Reynolds number is very small and the relative
spring stiffness is very large. Figure 11!a" shows the vorticity
contours generated by a pitching wing in this regime with
flapping frequency f =0.2 !Ref =2, "=25 000" at a time
when the pivot edge has reached its apex, !yp!t=50"=A".
The fluid flow generated by the passively pitching wing is
very nearly !but not exactly" left/right symmetric. The vor-
ticity on the body at the trailing !left" edge has a minimum of
694.7, while the vorticity at the leading !right" edge is
slightly smaller in magnitude, with a maximum of 94.6. A

corresponding horizontal force on the wing #via Eqs. !19"
and !20"$ drives the wing slowly to the right in a forward
moving state, with .ẋ0/%0.04.

Figure 11!b" shows a phase diagram of the pitching
angle % and the vertical pivot displacement yp. The
maximum pitching angle in the periodic steady state is
%max= .0023, and the heaving/pitching phase difference is
$=0.5186(! /4. Thus, the pitching leads the heaving, and
the body begins to reverse its direction of rotation before the
end of the heaving cycle #see Fig. 12!b"$. Unlike in the
clamped wing experiments !"=&", where the body can move
in either direction with a sensitive dependence upon initial
conditions, here we find that the asymmetry due to pitching
sends the body unidirectionally toward the right for forward
flapping flight. To investigate the stability of the forward
moving state in the pitching wing system, we ramp a body
flapping with frequency Reynolds number Ref =2 to a nega-
tive initial velocity, ẋ0!t=0.5"=!1. Figure 12 shows the hori-
zontal velocity of the body in the first 120 heaving periods.
Once released, the wing slows to within 10% of its initially
seeded velocity within approximately 15 flapping periods,
and then very slowly moves into the forward moving state.
By the end of the first 120 periods, the body has not yet
reached its final steady state mean velocity of .ẋ0/%0.04, as
determined in the previous simulation where the body is ini-
tially at rest.

The mean horizontal velocities in the first regime of
flapping frequency !f (1" for both pitching and clamped
!nonpitching" wings are shown in Fig. 13 on linear and loga-
rithmic scales. The clamped wing is seeded with a small
positive initial velocity to ensure a final motion to the right
!if nonzero". For very small heaving frequencies, the asym-
metry from pitching leads to the development of forward
flapping locomotion. In contrast, below a critical frequency
Reynolds number, the clamped body settles to zero horizon-
tal velocity, as shown in previous experiments12 and
simulations.13 Thus, by the introduction of a slight flexibility,
the departure from the Stokesian regime !Ref 71" appears to
be continuous. At f %1 /3, the velocity transitions to approxi-
mately linear growth in the flapping frequency f . In this re-
gime, the velocity of the clamped wing is everywhere
bounded above by the velocity of the pitching wing.

A heaving clamped wing with no pitching undergoes a
time-reversible motion and cannot locomote in a Stokesian
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left/right symmetric. Contour values are the same as in Fig. 7. !b" A phase
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to move horizontally the dynamics return to the forward moving periodic
state. !b" Kinematics for a heaving/pitching phase difference $=! /4.
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fluid !Ref =0", a result known as the Scallop theorem.35

Other types of flapping motions have been considered by
Lauga,36 who shows that some reversible motions involving
large oscillation amplitudes also yield a continuous departure
from the Stokesian limit. A transition in vortex shedding for
Reynolds numbers Ref %32 was shown by Miller and
Peskin.28

B. Flexibility yields improved performance

In the second regime of flapping locomotion !f %1–3"
the pitching wing continues to outperform the clamped wing,
but with larger differences in horizontal velocity !see Fig.
10". In addition, the fluid motion in this regime is no longer
nearly left/right symmetric as in the first regime and a thrust
wake develops behind the forward moving body. The depen-
dence of the Strouhal number on the flapping frequency f is
shown in Fig. 14!a". The pitching wing takes on a maximum
mean horizontal velocity of .ẋ0/=5.6 at approximately f =3
!Ref =30, "=111", corresponding to a Strouhal number of
approximately 0.178. In contrast, the Strouhal number for the
corresponding clamped wing is St=0.329. The pitching wing
moves horizontally with smaller Strouhal numbers up to
f %4, at which point the pitching and clamped wings move
at approximately the same speed. Figure 14!b" shows the
angular velocity profiles over one flapping cycle for a selec-
tion of flapping frequencies. The minimal Strouhal number

found here corresponds to an approximately sinusoidal pitch-
ing profile with heaving/pitching phase difference $%! /2.
This finding is discussed in greater detail below. The previ-
ously defined natural resonant frequency is found for this
parameter path to correspond to the dimensionless frequency
f %3.5. The horizontal velocity therefore reaches its peak, as
in the experiments, when the flapping frequency is near the
immersed system’s resonant frequency.

We consider the changes in the fluid-body interactions in
this second regime of motion leading to the improved per-
formance of the pitching wing. Figure 15 shows the vorticity
generated at two different flapping frequencies during
the pivot’s downward plunging motion. The first row of im-
ages shows the dynamics for flapping at frequency f =1
!Ref =10, "=1000, .ẋ0/=1.7". As the body is driven down-
ward, vorticity is created as fluid passes around both the
leading and trailing edges. The vorticity rapidly separates
away from the body, similar to the dynamics seen in the
wake behind a flat plate held in an oncoming flow.32 How-
ever, the body pitches due to the fluid forces acting on it, and
increased thrust is generated by the trailing edge when the
torsional spring restores the body toward the horizontal
plane. The combination of the pitching and the restorative
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torque leads to stronger vorticity production on the left, and
a net fluid force to the right in the direction of the motion.

The second row of images shows the dynamics for a
larger flapping frequency !f =3, Ref =30, "=111, .ẋ0/
=5.6", where the mean horizontal velocity is significantly
larger. In contrast with the dynamics in the previous case, as
the body is driven downward the relative strength of the
torsional spring is much weaker and the body pitches more
dramatically. During the stroke the leading edge vorticity
does not noticeably separate from the body and passes back
along the surface, joining with the trailing edge vorticity of
like sign. This vortical re-enforcement increases the strength
of the vortex that is shed from the trailing edge !at t=3.4",
increasing the strength of the leftward moving fluid momen-
tum jet and increasing the body thrust. After the wing deflec-
tion allows the leading edge vortex !LEV" to pass to the left,
the torsional spring begins to rotate the body back toward the
horizontal plane. This final rotation further enhances vortic-
ity production at the trailing edge and ensures a vortical
separation. The production and passage of LEVs to the trail-
ing edge and their relationships to thrust and lift are explored
by Wang.6

The comparison in Fig. 15 confirms the common under-
standing that the angle of attack is an important means of
characterizing the dynamics of a flapping wing. We denote
the maximum angle of attack 0max as the maximal attack
angle during the periodic steady state motion. The attack
angle profiles for simulations with f " #0.1,3$ are shown in
Fig. 16!a". As we have seen in Fig. 15, the angle of attack
dictates how LEVs pass backward to re-enforce trailing edge
vortices !TEVs" during the heaving period. The larger attack
angles for the relatively stiffer flapping wings correspond
with significant LEV detachment in this regime. Figure 16!a"
shows that the angle of attack becomes more sinusoidal with
increasing f , as the mean horizontal velocity increases. The
angle of attack at frequency f =3 is maximal after the heav-
ing velocity has begun to slow on the downstroke, as
indicated in Fig. 15. There, the very small attack angle at
t=3.2 near the maximum heaving velocity allows for a clean

passage of LEV to TEV. Subsequently, toward the end of the
downward pivot plunge the body rotation increases the angle
of attack, further strengthening the vorticity as it separates
from the body. Figure 16!b" shows the maximum pitching
angle plotted against the Strouhal number for frequencies
f =1 to f =5.5. The smallest Strouhal number achieved coin-
cides in this case with a maximum pitching angle of approxi-
mately 0.45 rad or 26°. The maximal attack angle decays
steadily for frequencies increasing from f =1 to f =3, and
then remains nearly constant for the frequencies yielding for-
ward motion. Two periodic steady states along this curve are
observed to correspond to the same Strouhal number !or
horizontal velocity" between f =1 and f %5. The above re-
sults agree with previous work by Triantafyllou et al.,33

where the lowest Strouhal numbers were found to corre-
spond to sinusoidal attack angles and 0!t" was found to be
maximal at the largest heaving velocities. Unlike in the ki-
nematic prescription of the above referenced work, here the
results are found as a consequence of a dynamic interaction
of the fluid and restoring forces.

In Fig. 17 we compare the attack angle profile between
pitching and nonpitching wings at flapping frequency f =2.
The flexibility of the former decreases its maximum attack
angle, not unlike the comparison in Fig. 15. The flexibility
also induces a phase shift between the heaving position and
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the attack angle. The larger attack angles for the clamped
plate are associated with the body presenting more surface
area to the apparent fluid flow, and thus more significant
LEV detachment, as previously discussed.

C. Underperformance, direction reversal,
and bistability

As revealed by the experiments, for large enough flap-
ping frequencies, the pitching ceases to aid in the develop-
ment of horizontal thrust and the dynamics enter a third re-
gime of locomotion characterized by significant
underperformance when compared to a clamped !nonpitch-
ing" wing. For even larger flapping frequencies f , we find
that the flapping dynamics enter into a backward moving
periodic state which we consider a fourth regime of coherent
locomotion.

Figure 18 shows the dependence of the heaving/pitching
phase difference $ upon the flapping frequency f . The phase
difference decreases for f " #0,0.9$, at which point it takes
on its minimum, and then increases monotonically for

f '0.9 in the parameter space considered in simulations. The
improved horizontal velocities for the pitching wing in the
second regime correspond to heaving/pitching phase differ-
ences from approximately $%0.5 to $%1.6, with a maxi-
mum velocity achieved at f =3 when $=1.3. As illustrated in
Fig. 3!c", a phase difference $%! /2 corresponds to motion
such that the trailing edge experiences its greatest displace-
ments and vertical velocities. It confirms intuition then to
find larger mean horizontal velocities for nearby phase
differences.

As the flapping frequency continues to increase beyond
f =4, the phase difference continues to increase well beyond
$=! /2, and the heaving leads the pitching. Eventually, for
$=!, the heaving and pitching are exactly out-of-phase, so
that the vertical pivot velocity and angular velocity visit their
extrema and zeroes simultaneously. We find that the phase
difference $=! corresponds here to rotational motions with
a very small vertical component of velocity !ẏ0!t"=0". Both
the leading and trailing edges in this case experience ap-
proximately the same maximal vertical displacement, that of
the driving pivot. We will return to this figure shortly.

A fourth regime of dynamics occurs above a critical
flapping frequency, in this case f =5.5 !Ref =55, "=33",
where we capture the surprising direction reversal as ob-
served in the experiments. Above this critical frequency, the
wing travels backward in the direction away from the driving
pivot point in a coherent and periodic manner. As in the
experiments, we find that the transition regime from forward
to backward locomotion is bistable, as indicated by the two
values of mean horizontal velocity shown in Fig. 10 at
f =5.5.

To illustrate, the sequence in Fig. 19 shows the onset of
backward flapping flight for f =5.5. The body is initially
ramped to a positive velocity so that ẋ0!t=0.5"=0.36. For the
first 15–18 periods the horizontal velocity does not vary sig-
nificantly from the initial velocity, and the vortical structures
on both sides of the wing are qualitatively similar. However,
the strength of the vorticity produced at each end differs, and
this discrepancy eventually leads to the selection of a back-
ward moving state. After approximately 20 flapping periods,
the body begins to accelerate to the left, until it eventually
settles into an oscillatory steady state. We note that the pas-
sage and communication of leading edge to trailing edge
vorticity in this flapping regime occur primarily on one side
of the body, in this case along the upper surface. By symme-
try, we expect that the system has chosen this state based on
the initial conditions, and is equally likely to settle into a
state with vorticity passage below the wing with equal like-
lihood over all initial conditions. In the steady state, the lead-
ing edge vorticity joins the trailing edge vorticity and de-
taches from the body with an upward orientation. Such
vorticity patterns have been observed behind flapping bodies
in experiments37 and simulations,30 even for clamped !non-
pitching" wings.13 The fluid wake to the right of the back-
ward moving body once again takes the form of the reverse
von Kármán street, with shed vortices aligned so that a fluid
jet passes to the right, corresponding to leftward body thrust.

By seeding the body with a larger initial velocity, it is
possible to force the body through the initial vorticity struc-
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FIG. 17. !Color online" Attack angle comparison between a pitching and a
clamped wing. The flexibility in the former decreases the maximum attack
angle and induces a phase shift.
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FIG. 18. !Color online" Dependence of the heaving/pitching phase differ-
ence $ on the flapping frequency f . The circles correspond to forward mov-
ing states, the squares to backward moving states.
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ture on the right until the body settles instead to a forward
!rightward" moving oscillatory steady state. Figure 20 shows
vorticity contours for a body smoothly ramped to a velocity
ẋ0!t=0.5"=0.72. Stronger vortices are created at the leading
edge as in the previous case, but the initial velocity is large
enough to allow for the quick passage of these relatively
large LEVs back into the wake on the left. The body takes
longer to settle into the apparently stable oscillatory
steady state than in the previous example. The velocity pro-
files for both simulations are shown together in Fig. 21. The
horizontal velocity of the forward moving body is seen to
overshoot its final periodic steady state velocity. This behav-
ior was observed in many other simulations and is not pres-
ently understood.

Figures 22!a" and 22!b" show phase diagrams relating
the pitching angle % and the vertical centroid displacement y0
for both the forward !a" and backward !b" moving states
presented above. In the forward moving example, after an
initial ramping period, the body settles into a periodic orbit
which is symmetric both in pitching angle and in vertical
centroid position !indicated by a dark black line". The varia-
tion in the orbit’s band thickness seen in Fig. 22!a" indicates
that the pitching angle reaches nearly its final periodic state
more rapidly than does the vertical centroid position. In the
backward moving case, states at times t" #0,1$ approach a
similar orbit to that observed for the forward moving case.
However, for times t" !1,4", the dynamics shift steadily in
the vertical position y0 and in the pitching angle. The dynam-
ics settle into a shifted periodic orbit for t84. This shift

corresponds to an up/down pitching asymmetry. The body
spends more time with its centroid above the x-axis than
below during its periodic cycle.

To further illustrate this surprising up/down asymmetry,
the maximum and minimum pitching angles for a wider
range of flapping frequencies are shown in Fig. 24. The
pitching is symmetric for all forward moving wings: the
wing achieves equal but opposite pitching on each half
stroke. However, beyond the critical direction-reversal fre-
quency f =5.5, we observe the onset of a pitching asymmetry
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FIG. 21. !Color online" Horizontal velocities at flapping frequency f =5.5
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for all the backward moving states. This asymmetry in body
orientation is accompanied by an up/down asymmetry in the
wake, as seen in Fig. 19, and as shown in a more direct
comparison with a forward moving state in Fig. 23. The
pitching angle scales approximately as %max( f2 in the first
three regimes of flapping frequency !forward moving bod-
ies", as shown in Fig. 24!b".

Other simulations showed more extreme deviations from
mean-zero pitching deflection than in the current example; in
those cases, the body plunges almost vertically during the
heaving downstroke, then exhibits a backward motion while
the pitching angle returns to nearly zero on the heaving up-
stroke. Subsequent to this numerical observation, the same
pitching asymmetry was detected for the backward moving
states in the experiments upon the introduction of a weaker
torsional spring. An extreme example of the asymmetry is
shown in the following section. At the bistable frequency
!f =5.5" two sets of data points are included in Fig. 24, cor-
responding to the forward and backward moving states. The
solid-colored points show the deflection angles for the back-
ward moving state, and the asymmetry in the motion and its

resultant vortical wake can be seen in Fig. 19. The forward
moving state, however, still shows an up/down pitching sym-
metry, as seen in Fig. 20.

Phase diagrams relating the pitching angle % to the cen-
troid’s vertical position y0 are shown in Fig. 25 for a selec-
tion of flapping frequencies well after the ramp-up stage,
t83. Times corresponding to the extrema and zeroes of the
driving pivot’s vertical displacement are marked. For flap-
ping frequency f =3, at the pivot apex yp=A, the pitching
angle is already negative !the body has crossed the horizontal
plane" and is increasing in magnitude, yielding large vertical
displacements of the trailing edge. At the same time for
f =4 the trailing edge is similarly moving upward, but has
not yet crossed the horizontal plane when the pivot point
begins its downward plunge. The body is “too flexible” for
efficient locomotion and does not have enough time to
present a large trailing edge vertical displacement to the flow
before the body begins heaving in the opposite direction. The
wing exhibits the backward moving state for f =8 and f
=16 and there is a much smaller vertical centroid displace-
ment, though the pitching angle varies with a similar range
as for the forward motion case at f =4. For f =8 there is a
slight shift to positive-mean pitching and negative-mean ver-
tical displacement dynamics, the up/down asymmetry previ-
ously discussed. The center of mass has only a small vertical
displacement and the phase relation is $'!. The direction
of the orbit has also reversed in this backward moving state.
That the orbit has reversed here but not in the backward
moving case in Fig. 20 may be relevant to the bistability, but
this requires further investigation. Finally, the orbit for
f =16 is not stable and the body departs into irregular motion,
which we discuss in the following section.

We refer again to Fig. 18 showing the phase difference
$, where the forward moving states are denoted by circles,
and the backward moving states by squares. The backward
moving states correspond to motion at heaving/pitching
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FIG. 22. !Color online" !a" Phase diagram relating the vertical position of
the centroid y0!t" and the pitching angle %!t" for the forward moving state
shown in Fig. 19. A stable orbit is reached at approximately t=6 !see Fig.
21". Arrows indicate the direction of increasing time. Times !t'4" are
shown as a dark black line. !b" The same diagram but for the backward
moving state shown in Fig. 20. A transition occurs during t" #1,4$ !thin
line" to a periodic steady state for !t'4" !dark black line". The final periodic
steady state has a positive mean vertical position and negative mean pitching
angle, an up/down asymmetry noted in Fig. 19.

FIG. 23. !Color online" A direct comparison of the up/down symmetric
vortical wake behind a forward moving wing !top", and an up/down asym-
metric wake behind a backward moving wing !bottom". Both are driven
vertically at the rightmost edge.
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phases $'!, corresponding to rotation around a point to the
left of the center of mass as illustrated in Fig. 3!c". The
wing’s leftmost edge for phase differences $'! undergoes
larger vertical displacements than the vertically driven edge.
The body then presents itself to the fluid with “leading” and

“trailing” edges playing reversed roles. The simulations thus
confirm the experimental results regarding the importance of
heaving/pitching phase difference in determining the direc-
tion of lateral motion.

D. Extreme flapping yields highly irregular dynamics

For extremely large flapping frequencies, f 91, the body
exhibits highly irregular dynamics related to the pitching
asymmetry discussed in the previous section. Figure 26
shows the flapping dynamics at flapping frequency f =16
!Ref =160, "=3.9". Starting from rest, the body accelerates
to the left !backward free flight" for t" !0,5". The body in-
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ertia partially stabilizes the motion during the initial heaving
periods, but there is a steady drift in the pitching angle so
that the body spends more time tilted in one direction than in
the other !the aforementioned up/down asymmetry". At t=5
the body begins another period, and at t=5.25 the heaving
velocity is its most negative !as shown". Positive vorticity is
shedding from the trailing edge on the right and the body is
rotating with a negative angular velocity. At the heaving half
period, t=5.5, the body is oriented with a dramatic pitching
angle. While the heaving continues in the positive ŷ direction
for t" !5.5,6", due to an unbalanced rotational inertia the
body continues rotating past the vertical heaving axis.
For t'5.75, the body begins to exhibit highly irregular
dynamics.

The orientational alignment of the major axis to the
heaving direction presented in Fig. 26 is reminiscent of the
tumbling dynamics of falling paper, as simulated using a
similar numerical method in Ref. 21. In that case gravity
drives the system, and due to the drag anisotropy and the
coupling of translational and rotational velocities, the body
can glide into an upright position with an elevated center of
mass. The role of the heaving pivot here is in that situation
played by the body inertia.

V. COHERENCE TO INCOHERENCE,
AND BACK AGAIN

Finally, we consider the dependence of the dynamics on
the wing aspect ratio, e. A recent study by Zhang et al.38

considered numerically the effect of aspect ratio of a flapping
clamped wing !free to move horizontally with the fluid
forces". There it was observed that the chord-thickness ratio
can affect the symmetry-breaking bifurcation, the arrange-

ment of vortices in the wake, and the terminal velocity of the
wing. Other studies of a flapping clamped wing have shown
that thinner bodies move more directly and smoothly into
steady locomotion and exhibit a symmetry breaking instabil-
ity at smaller frequency Reynolds number Ref.

13 Figure
27!a" shows the horizontal velocities of wings with various
aspect ratios at periodic steady states. Here, the frequency
Reynolds number Ref =20, spring constant "=25,250, and
mass M =1.01 are fixed. We observe that the mean horizontal
velocity is not monotonic in the aspect ratio. Correspond-
ingly, Fig. 27!b" shows the dependence of the Strouhal num-
ber upon the aspect ratio e, and we find that e%0.15 maxi-
mizes the forward flight velocity in this setting.

Surprising dynamics are exhibited by a flapping body
with aspect ratios e80.3. The body exhibits a regime of
incoherent, apparently chaotic behavior, before settling down
again to a periodic steady state for bodies of nearly circular
cross section, e%1. Figure 28 shows a selection of vorticity
profiles for aspect ratio e=0.35. The body interacts strongly
with previously shed vortices and exhibits highly irregular,
possibly chaotic dynamics. At t=10 the body is plunging
downward into previously shed positive vorticity, which im-
parts a large force on the body to the left !as in the simula-
tions of Alben and Shelley".13 There is clear breaking of
up/down symmetry in this case, and vortex dipoles shed
from the body shuttle fluid momentum away from the body
in various directions. Large velocity bursts near t=10 and
t=15 are seen in the horizontal velocity profile in Fig. 29!b",
where we include the velocities of bodies with e=0.25,
e=0.5, and e=0.99 for comparison.

Figures 27!c" and 27!d" show the maximum pitching
angle and the heaving-to-pitching phase difference $ for this
range of aspect ratios. The phase difference $ is not clearly
defined for e=0.35 and e=0.5, but the trends in Figs. 27!c"
and 27!d" which appear to carry through the incoherent re-
gime indicate that some aspects of the dynamics are not ran-
domized through the transition. For example, the pitching
angle and the vertical displacement do not appear to vary
dramatically, for even the chaotically moving bodies. Figure
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FIG. 28. !Color online" Vorticity profiles generated by a flapping body with
aspect ratio e=0.35. The behavior is incoherent, and the body experiences
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30 shows phase diagrams relating the pitching angle to the
centroid’s vertical displacement y0 for the same four aspect
ratios considered in Fig. 29. The orbits for aspect ratios
e=0.35 and e=0.5 do not appear to explore large regions of
phase space, though longer simulations will be considered in
a future study. As we have shown in the previous sections,
increased dimensionless flexibility can allow for certain
asymmetries in the pitching dynamics, and we suggest that
the irregular dynamics seen here can become even more in-
coherent in such cases.

While the velocity of the body with e=0.35 does not
exhibit any coherent structure, a body with aspect ratio e
=0.5 appears to be biased toward leftward !backward" mo-
tion. The phase diagram in Fig. 30 for the e=0.5 case indi-
cates that the vertical and rotational components of the dy-
namics are not varying outside a tight band in phase space,
but the fluid-body interaction and horizontal motion is still
quite irregular as shown in Fig. 29. As a final unexpected
result, we find that a flapping body with nearly circular cross
section, e=0.99, settles once again into a coherent periodic
steady state, but with a negative mean velocity. The vorticity
generated by this flapping cylinder is shown in Fig. 31. The
mean velocity is .ẋ0/=!0.20, the maximum pitching angle is

%max=0.24 rad or 14°, and the heaving/pitching phase differ-
ence is $=0.2871 rad.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

We studied through experiment and numerical simula-
tion an immersed flapping body which is free to pitch pas-
sively and move laterally. The experiments revealed a sur-
prising reversal in the direction of lateral motion as the
flapping increases beyond a critical frequency, and a bistable,
hysteretic regime where the wing can move either forward or
backward depending on its history. Characteristic of forward
and backward motions are heaving-to-pitching phase differ-
ences $(! and $'!, respectively, and the maximum
pitching angle is observed to settle to a constant through the
transition and for the backward moving wings.

The numerical simulations verified many of the experi-
mental results. In addition, they have been used to predict
new modes of locomotive behavior such as the up/down
pitching asymmetry in the backward moving case, which
was verified by subsequent experiments. The parameters se-
lected to illustrate direction reversal and related behaviors
were chosen to eliminate more complicated, unsteady dy-
namics. Future work will consider in more detail the effects
of other parameters, such as body mass and inertial moment,
flapping amplitude, a spring damping constant, and the driv-
ing pivot location.

While the experiments were performed at Reynolds
numbers on the order of Ref (105, the numerical simulations
were performed at much smaller Reynolds numbers. The
general properties of direction reversal have been captured
here in the regime Ref (50. This seems to indicate that it is
sufficient for direction reversal that the Reynolds number is
large enough to accommodate vortex shedding from the body
into the surrounding fluid.28 However, there are likely differ-
ences in the dynamics at these two regimes in Reynolds
number, if possibly subtle. Namely, while we located an ex-
ample of bistability, we have not thus far obtained a clear
understanding of the large bistable regime observed in the
experiments. We suspect that the separation in the Reynolds
numbers may play a role in the exceedingly rapid transition
from forward to backward motion in flapping frequency as
determined by the simulations. Other parameters such as
body mass, inertial moment, and flapping amplitude may
also be important in determining the nature of this transition.

Large organisms such as birds and fish have developed
flexible appendages for use in propulsion, and the results
shown here further corroborate what is increasingly clear in
the biological and engineering communities: that flexibility
is a key component in flapping and undulatory forms of
locomotion.15–18 Elastic components can reduce the inertial
work required to decelerate and reaccelerate the propulsive
appendage.18,39 Generally speaking, an effective wing or fin
should flap on a time scale commensurate with the relaxation
time of the elastic components of the structure; otherwise,
the elasticity is either negligible or dominant, and in either
case no performance improvement will result. In the experi-
ments and simulations considered here, the lateral velocities
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FIG. 31. !Color online" Vorticity generated by a flapping body with nearly
circular cross section !e=0.99". The body settles into a coherent, backward-
moving periodic steady state.
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were largest when the flapping frequency was near the im-
mersed system’s resonant frequency.

Meanwhile, the resultant dynamics for flapping past the
efficient regime have not been entirely understood, and the
peculiar result of direction reversal may have other surpris-
ing consequences. For example, it may be possible that such
dynamics are used by some organisms in braking !as sug-
gested in Ref. 11". By flapping a tail-fin at a frequency asso-
ciated with backward motion, a fish might maintain its direc-
tion but more rapidly come to rest. However, the authors are
not aware of any specific examples of this braking dynamics
found in nature. To this point, other interesting future work
might include an examination of the direction reversal dy-
namics in the presence of a larger connected body or load.

The direction reversal regime imposes an important con-
straint on the utility of flexibility in flapping locomotion.
Namely, for a given elasticity there is a limit on the speed
which may be achieved by increasing the driving frequency.
To achieve any greater speeds the flapping structure must
be stiffened !i.e., E must be decreased by increasing the
rigidity". Flying and swimming organisms can benefit from a
brief period of increased wing/fin stiffness. Muscles are not
only used to provide motive oscillation, but they can also
provide this temporary extra stiffness through contraction
!“active lengthening;” see Ref. 17". This suggests that the
input power requirements will increase markedly during such
locomotive bursts. The results of the present work provide
part of the answer to a larger question in the biological com-
munity, that of the mechanical consequences of increased
stiffness in the context of swimming; namely, the possibili-
ties ranging from increased lateral velocities to backward or
even chaotic motion based on the complex interactions with
the surrounding fluid.

We presented numerical findings on five regimes of flap-
ping dynamics with passive pitching, but we observed many
other dynamical states, not discussed here, in other regions
of parameter space. Some simulations have shown locomo-
tory and wake behavior periodically varying of the order of
ten flapping cycles, or even 100 flapping cycles. Up/down
wake symmetry for forward motion can be broken in some
cases, and the vortical wake can follow either a periodic or
aperiodic meandering path away from the body !also ob-
served in Refs. 13 and 37". In conclusion, the flapping of
even a simply shaped body in a viscous fluid creates an im-
portant and complex physical system, and there is still much
to learn.
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APPENDIX A: DRIVING FORCE

The driving force FD may be written without direct ref-
erence to the body accelerations. We first write the vertical
and angular accelerations as

ÿ0 = #!M ! 1"!e$!1!FD + Fy" , !A1"

%̈ = #!M ! 2"I$!1#cos!%"FD ! "% + T$ , !A2"

where

Fy =
1

Ref
ŷ · R!*

0

2! +,! x̃" +̃3

g3
+ x̃4+̃-+

3=0
d4 , !A3"

and T and I are defined in Eqs. !28" and !29". Twice differ-
entiating the geometric identity yp=y0+sin!%" yields the re-
lation ÿp= ÿ0!sin!%"%̇2+cos!%"%̈, and inserting the above ex-
pressions we find

FD = Q!%"!10ÿp + sin!%"%̇2 !
1

!M ! 1"!e
F

!
cos!%"

!M ! 2"I
!! "% + T"1 , !A4"

where

Q!%" =
1

!M ! 1"!e
+

cos2!%"
!M ! 2"I

· !A5"

APPENDIX B: CODE VALIDATION

As in Ref. 40, we test the code by considering a cylinder
impulsively seeded with velocity u0 at Reynolds number
Re=#u0L /1=100. Figure 32!a" shows the computed azi-
muthal velocity as a function of the radial distance r along
%=! /2 !a line perpendicular to the motion", as computed in
simulations at time t=0.1. For comparison we also included
the potential flow solution for the dynamics outside the
boundary layer, u%!r"=u0 / !1+r2". A resolution of 1282128
grid points in the simulations return an excellent agreement

Theory
ComputedTTheory

Computed

r

u!(r)

(a) (b)

T
Experiment
Computed

u

x/D

t = .5

t = 3
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FIG. 32. !Color online" !a" The azimuthal velocity at %=! /2 is shown
outside the boundary layer for an impulsively started cylinder at Reynolds
number Re=100. !b" !Following Refs. 41 and 40" The horizontal velocity u
at different locations along the symmetric axis !x /D" in the wake, where D
is the diameter of the cylinder. Different symbols correspond to the time of
measurements !scaled by D /u0" with an increment of 0.5, starting from
t=0.5. Lines are from the numerics, and points are from the experiments of
Ref. 41.
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with the theoretical solution. Also following Wang40 and
Lewin and Hariri,30 we plot the wake velocity in Fig. 32!b"
for Re=550, and overlay our solution with experimental val-
ues as determined by Bouard and Coutanceau.41 Here we
used 5122256 grid points and an outer boundary 60 times
the cylindrical radius from the body. The body is placed in a
flow that ramps up smoothly from rest in t" #0,0.05$ to a
subsequently uniform velocity u0=1. The agreement is gen-
erally quite good; discrepancies may be due to the fact that
the experiments are only approximately two-dimensional,
and due to differences in initial conditions.

1. !" convergence test

The boundary layer thickness at the body surface scales
like O!Re!1/2", which we must resolve to accurately deter-
mine the fluid forces on the body !see Ref. 32". In addition,
when the grid is too coarse in the far field, the introduction of
vorticity there can induce a numerical instability. Hence, it is
desirable to use a large number of grid points in the radial
direction, though this must be balanced with the increased
computational time for simulation. We compare positions,
velocities, surface vorticity, and fluid forces on the flapping
wing at t=3 for three different N1 !number of radial grid
points", where -3=1 /N1, and present the results in Table I.
Here, we fix -t=.005, N2=128, Ref =10, M =1.01, e=0.2,
and "=1000, and the far-field boundary is set 50 times the
body length away from the wing surface. The forces and
torque FFluid and *Fluid are defined in the text. Using the hori-
zontal velocity as an example, the difference ratio is com-
puted as

R =
ẋ0!t = 3;-3" ! ẋ0,t = 3;

-3

2
-

ẋ0,t = 3;
-3

2
- ! ẋ0,t = 3;

-3

4
- , !B1"

which returns R(2n asymptotically in -371 for an nth or-
der accurate numerical scheme.

Here we find difference ratios between 23 and 24, and we
conclude that the numerical method is between third- and
fourth-order accurate in -3. The difference formulae used to
compute derivatives were formally fourth order; however,
the discretization of the vorticity’s normal derivative on the
body surface is only third-order accurate in general, due to
the relationship between +̃ and /̃ there through Briley’s
formula.20,24

2. !# convergence test

We compare positions, velocities, surface vorticity, and
fluid forces on the flapping wing at t=3 for three different
numbers of azimuthal grid points N2, where -4=2! /N2, and
present the results in Table II. Here, we fix -t=.005,
N1=200, Ref =10, M =1.01, e=0.2, and "=1000, and the far-
field boundary is set 50 times the body length away from the
wing.

The error converges rapidly as we decrease the azi-
muthal grid spacing -4. In this case, 64 Fourier modes are
sufficient so that errors are due only to radial and time dis-
cretizations.

3. !t convergence test

By solving the system implicitly, we are not bound by
the same stability constraints as for explicit schemes.20 Thus,
we are free to take a relatively large time step for our com-
putations; for the simulations presented in the text, we used
-t=.005. To examine the convergence order, we choose pa-
rameters N1=100, N2=64, M =1.01, e=0.2, Ref =10, and "
=1000, and compute to t=2 with varying the time-step size
-t. The far-field boundary is the same as in the previous test.
There, we compare the ratios of computed final pitching
angle and maximum surface vorticity, as discussed above,
and the results are shown in Table III. The difference ratios
indicate that the numerical scheme is second-order accurate
in time.

TABLE II. -4 convergence.

N2 ẋ0!3" %!3" &+!0,4 , t=3"&& x̂ ·FFluid!t=3"

32 60.2010 0.4157 53.81 60.3209

64 60.2028 0.4157 58.57 60.3192

128 60.2028 0.4157 58.93 60.3192

TABLE III. -t convergence.

-t %!t=2" &+!0,4 , t=2"&&

0.005 60.093 44 110.70

0.0025 60.093 66 110.20

0.001 25 60.093 72 110.07

Ratio 4.15 4.06

TABLE I. -3 convergence.

N1 ẋ0!3" %!3" &+!3=0,4 , t=3"&& x̂ ·FFluid!t=3" ŷ ·FFluid!t=3" *Fluid!t=3"

80 60.2165 0.4176 58.33 60.2960 9.434 7.936

160 60.2035 0.4158 58.91 60.3180 9.573 8.123

320 60.2024 0.4156 58.95 60.3199 9.584 8.138

Ratio !R" 11.8 9 11.7 12.6 12.8 12.5
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